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Webinar Resources

- Webinar Recording: Collaborative Community Resource Mapping to Support Survivors of Human Trafficking, and Domestic and Sexual Violence (3/17/22)

  - Internal Individual Organizational Resource Map to Support Survivors Worksheet
  - Community Resources Map and Directory Excel Worksheet

- Community Asset Map
  Tool to identify community resources and potential partnerships to support survivors with employment and educational opportunities.

- Connecting the Pieces: A Socio-Ecological Approach to Collaboration, Internal and External Resource Mapping Workbook, Community Solutions

- Targeted Resource Mapping Toolkit: Mapping Resources Along a Continuum of Services to Address Substance Use Disorders (Sample, NCJFCJ)

- Ten Action Steps: Building and Sustaining Collaborations to Support Trafficking Survivors of Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault, A Toolkit for Advocacy Programs. (NEW) Strategies and tools for DV/SA/HT organizations to build or enhance multidisciplinary teams to better support survivors of human trafficking, including action steps for collaboration.

- Building Collaborative Responses with Healthcare, for Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault, Task Forces and Multidisciplinary Teams Addressing Human Trafficking (NEW) The resource guide can assist collaborative partners in identifying various healthcare systems and organizational partners in developing structures to provide care and service to survivors.


- South Bay Coalition to End Human Trafficking and Community Solutions Sample advocacy, protocol, and response tools.

- Toolkit for Building Survivor-Informed Organizations, DHHS, Office on Trafficking of Persons Resource for anti-trafficking organizations, coalitions, task forces, and other community-based organizations who wish to improve collaboration with those impacted by human trafficking.
Spanish Resources Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault/Human Trafficking

National Resources to Support Survivors of Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault and, Human Trafficking

SAMPLE Community Resources Exchange

- Community Partners Network North Carolina
- PEW REARCH – Mobile Phones
- North Carolina Department of Administration Community Resource Builder

- Wake Network of Care
- Wake Network of Care Resource Mapping

Developed and stewarded under Alliance Behavioral with Wake County Human Services, contact: Dave Mullin: DMullin@alliancebhc.org

Transformation Exchange, LLC Presentation Resources and Technology Contacts

Frances Bisby: fbisby@transformationexchange.com
https://www.transformationexchange.com/

GIS Mapping and Technology Applications for Transformation Exchange Provided by Planning Communities: https://www.planningcommunities.com/

Planning Communities offers a distinctive blend of technical capacity and creative purpose-driven vision. Planning Communities’ purpose is to address fundamental local and global challenges in the areas of climate action, clean and renewable energy technologies, economic and community resiliency and adaptation, and healthy and active transportation systems built on an equitable framework. The firm is founded on the principle of doing good in balancing the highest industry standards for people, planet, and profits. The firm specializes in developing fun and engaging planning tools and geospatial-based analysis, applications, resources and data-derived insights needed to solve complex community, environmental, economic and infrastructure challenges. Planning Communities’ enthusiasm and rich experience helps communities enhance their knowledge and create implementation and lasting commitment to environmental, sustainable, and equitable practices through energized visioning, goal-setting, process and systems reviews, and performance tracking. Planning Communities is headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina with satellite offices in San Jose, California, New Braunfels, Texas, Atlanta, Georgia, and Beaverton, Oregon and is a certified DBE in North Carolina, Tennessee, Delaware, Florida, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Minnesota, Texas, Ohio, and Kansas.

Visit the web page with resources and past recorded webinars:

Contact: Mónica Arenas, marenas@futureswithoutviolence.org
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